
CONSCIOUS
Slowing Down Fast Fashion



THE BRIEF

Client:

Product: Mission2020 microsite &      
……………….....…....launch campaign app 
……………….……....“Adopt a Conscious”

Agency:

Objective:

Convince 
Eco-Conscious 

Millennials that 
H&M is a 

sustainably 
focused brand.



COMPETITION



The H&M Group is one of the leading users of organic cotton in the world and 
is currently focused on leading the sustainability movement in the fast fashion 
industry. H&M is also an active member of the Better Cotton Initiative, which 
helps farmers to grow cotton while reducing stress on the local environment 

and improving the livelihoods farming communities around the world. 
The main goal of H&M is for all cotton to come from 

sustainable sources by 2020. 

POSITION

http://bettercotton.org/


PERSONA
LIKES

● Surfing
● Beach
● Animals
● Nature
● Traveling
● Fashion

MUSIC
● Rihanna
● Frank Ocean
● Erykah Badu
● The Weeknd
● Marvin Gaye
● Alicia Keys

CHANNELS
● Influencers
● Blogs
● Word-of-mouth
● Surf Brands
● Instagram 
● Fashion Magazines
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USER JOURNEY

She leads a 
simple life, but 

makes it look 
aspirational.





THE
CAMPAIGN

#SLOWINGDOWNFASTFASHION



THE CAMPAIGN

● Pop-up Exhibition
● Opening Event
● Fashion Show
● App
● Microsite
● Store Windows

      ‘s The

Conscious
Rooms



ROOM NO.1
“THE PLANTING ROOM”

The Planting Room
Seeeds / Earth / Greenery

Duration: Up to 70 Days

The journey of organic cotton starts with 
securing untreated, natural (non-GMO) 
seeds. These seeds are often hard to 
come by and this can be a real issue for 
farmers. Once seed is secured, the land 
needs to be prepared and the seed 
sown. It takes approximately 60 to 70 
days from planting until the first flower 
appears.



ROOM NO.2
“THE FLOWERING ROOM”

The Flowering Room
Flowers / Watering

Duration: Up to 70 Days

The blossom of a cotton flower goes 
through quite a transformation during 
its lifetime. It develops from white, to 
pink, and then finally a rich red/purple. 
Cotton flowers contain both types of 
reproductive organs meaning they have 
the ability to self-pollinate. During this 
time soil fertility watering, pest, and 
weed control need to be managed.



ROOM NO.3
“THE HARVESTING ROOM”

The Harvesting Room
Dried / Cracked / Fluffed Cotton 
Bolls

Duration: Up to 45 Days

The first cotton bolls begin to appear 50 
to 70 days after the initial bloom of the 
plant. It takes up to 45 days for the boll 
to crack revealing the cotton within. 
After the cotton boll is fully dried, split, 
and fluffed it is ready to be harvested. 
Not all 



ROOM NO.4
“THE SPINNING ROOM”

The Spinning Room
Seeds Removed / Cotton Yarn

Duration: 10 to 15 Hours

The cotton gin is where cotton fiber is 
separated from the cottonseed. Cotton 
is vacuumed into tubes that carry it to a 
dryer to reduce moisture and improve 
quality. Then it runs through cleaning 
equipment to remove foreign matter. 
The fiber is then spun into cotton yarn. 
Not all cotton fibers are the same and 
vary in length from 18mm to over 50mm. 
Colors range from white, to brown, to 
red. This determines the grade of the 
fiber.



ROOM NO.5
“THE WEAVING ROOM”

The Weaving Room
Cotton Yarn Woven into Fabric 

Duration: High-speed looms 
weave up to 2,000 meters of 
cotton fabric per minute

Hundreds of yard strands are wound 
from cheese cones onto a large warp 
beam. Yarns on this beam are coated 
with a starch mixture to add strength for 
weaving. The sized yarns are then 
wound onto a loom beam, placed on the 
loom and then woven into cloth.



ROOM NO.6
“THE DYEING ROOM”

The Dyeing Room
Woven Fabric / Cotton Yarn / Dyes

Duration:
Light Shades - 6 hours 
Medium Shades - 7 hours 
Dark Shades - 8 hours 
Extra Dark Shades - 9 hours

In piece dyeing, used for fabrics that are 
a solid color, a continuous length of dry 
cloth is passed through a trough of hot 
dye. The cloth then passes between 
padded rollers that squeeze in color 
evenly and removes excess liquid. Yarn 
dyeing, occurs before the cloth is 
woven,  it’s used to produce checks, 
plaids, woven stripes and other special 
effects. Blue warp yarns, are combined 
with white  yarns in denim.



ROOM NO.7
“THE SEWING ROOM”

The Sewing Room
Fabrics Cut / Sewn

Duration: The cutting and 
sewing process can take up to 6 
hours depending on the 
complexity of the garment

Wasted materials are kept to minimum. 
H&M minimizes the use of water, 
energy, and toxic chemicals during the 
manufacturing process, while ensuring 
the people who hand make the products 
work under good conditions.



ROOM NO.8
“THE RECYCLING ROOM”

The Recycling Room
Clothes Collected / Sorted

Duration: Textiles can take 
between 20 – 200 years to break 
down in a landfill.

20% of global production waste comes 
from the textile and apparel sectors. 
H&M launched a recycling initiative that 
collects and recycles clothing. Accepted 
garments are not limited to H&M 
clothing. Collected garments are broken 
down and new threads are spun from a 
combination of these fibers and new 
cotton. ( needed for strength) Once the 
technology is in place to do this 
chemically rather than mechanically, 
H&M will be able to produce fully 
recycled products.



THE
OPENING

EVENT

Hosted by Susan 
Sarandon

Fashion Show through 
Rooms

Performance by 
Alicia Keys

Invite Only 
Celebrity/Press



CAMPAIGN: MICROSITE



CAMPAIGN: MICROSITE



CAMPAIGN: MICROSITE



CAMPAIGN: MICROSITE



CAMPAIGN: MICROSITE



CAMPAIGN ADS
Feature Susan Sarandon 

and Yara Shaidi

"It took 192 days to make 
this t-shirt, so you can feel 
amazing in it right away.

 Good things can't be 
rushed."

H&M Conscious 
#SlowingDownFastFashion













CAMPAIGN: WINDOW DISPLAYS





CONSCIOUS
Slowing Down Fast Fashion


